I started my professional career as an artist with emphasis on
sculpture. For several years I made exhibitions at various art galleries
and museums in Sweden and abroad. I have also performed public
commissions, and my artwork is represented at the Swedish Public
Art Agency, and in the collections of the Röhsska Museum.
During my years as an artist, I had the opportunity to learn the
craftsmanship from scratch, which has been of great use for me as a
designer. I’ve had to make myself acquainted with everything from
the science of materials to the variety of casting tools. To model by
hand is still an important part of my work. I make all the originals
myself, and I also produce the silicone moulds that are needed for
the concrete casting.
Having worked with art objects for a long time, I chose to build up a
collection of home accessories. My first product was the
ornamented concrete candlestick, which I presented at Formex in
1994. This candlestick has since then been renowned as a classic, and
is still my bestseller. Even though, this year I add art objects into my
collection. Items that are ment to inspire, awaken thoughts and enjoy.
Most part of the year I spend my time working in my combined
workshop and studio, situated on the east coast of the island of
Gotland. There, a peaceful stillness prevails, and lets me work
undisturbed eleven months of the year. In the summer, Östergarn is
a popular tourist resort, and a lot of summer visitors are attracted by
the sandy beaches and the typical landscape of Gotland, and that’s
when I open my shop.

You’re welcome to visit if you’re passing by!

”Swing” paper roll holder
concrete/birch Ø15x30,0 cm
920057

Cylinder
16xØ15,5 cm 920006

”Smile” toothbrush holder
11,0x11,5x7,5cm 920058

Soap dish
3x9,5x11,5 cm 920014

Concrete heart
7x8x13,5 cm 920013

Cube
18x14x14 cm 920005

Egg cup
3x8,5x5,5 cm 920015 4 pieces

Salt Shaker
10xØ4,5 cm 920016

Fruit Bowl
11x23,5x30,5 cm 920007
”Max Mix” concrete
pot 15,5x19,0x17,0
cm grey 920046

”Max 1” concrete pot 11,0x8,5x9,0
cm grey 920048

Concrete bowl
11,5xØ16,5 cm graphite grey
920009
grey 920008

Kåsa
5xØ8 cm 920027

Garlic concrete decoration
Ø6,5x5,5 cm white 920053
2 pieces

”Max Mix” concrete pot 15,5x19,0x17,0 cm
graphite grey 920047

”Max 1” concrete pot 11,0x8,5x9,0 cm
graphite grey 920049

”Sfinx”, Table lamp
21,5x12x15 cm 920217 graphite grey
E-14 LED lamp included

”Take care”, candlestick
8x11x7 cm grey 920042

Cafe table ”Stig”
66xØ50 cm920401

glastube Ø2,0x15,0
cm 919004

Cafe table ”Evelyn”
66xØ50 cm 920402

Cafe table ”Stig”
66xØ50 cm 920401

Cafe table ”Java”
concrete/elm 66xØ50 cm
920403

Foot stool, Floor Lamp
14x29Ø cm 920216, the footstool gets warm
by 16 bulb E-10, 12V 100mA

Croix concrete candlestick
7,5x7,5x8,0 cm grey
920055 2 pieces

Croix concrete tea light holder
9,5x9x5x4,0 cm grey
920056 2 pieces

Gus concrete/aluminium candlestick
28x10,5x10,5 cm grey 920004 white 920041
2 pieces
Pillar candlestick
14x14x6 cm pillar candle Ø6,5 cm graphite grey
920035 grey 920034

Concrete candlestick
30,5x13 cm grey
920001

Concrete candlestick
30,5x13 cm graphite grey
920002

Stool, grey
47x32,5x32,5 cm 921011

Stool, graphite grey
44x32,5x32,5 cm 921012

”Glow worm”, lamp
6x19x6 cm 920218
lamp included

”Edison” lamp concrete 9,5Ø5,5 cm
black plastic cord 920292
black textile cord 920293
reflector lamp included

Tea-Light 921006
3x7,5x7,5 cm
920003

Frog 921007
4,5x8x7,5 cm
920010

”Gloria” lamp
22x Ø 17cm white 920221
lamp included

”Gloria” lamp
22x Ø 17cm grey 920220
lamp included

”Mini.Mix” concrete vase
10,0x8,5x9,5 cm grey 920050 white 920051
Glastubes included glastube Ø2,0x15,0 cm 919004

Table lamp ”E-27”
13,5x13 cm 920215
transp.cord, bulb included

Side table ”Anna”
concrete grey and birch
42x35x35 cm 920410

Concrete clock
3xØ12 cm 920019

Tape dispenser
concrete/walnut
5x5x12,5 cm 920023

”Nice neck”, tablet stand
concrete/walnut
6x15x11,5 cm 920059
”Croix” concrete shelf / bookend
15,0x12,0x9,0 cm grey 920054

Pen box concrete/walnut
10x7,5x7,5 cm 920025

Pen and notepad holder
notepad included
9x10x12 cm 920022

Bookends
19x13x7 cm 920018, 2 pieces

Desk lamp concrete/walnut
34x11,3x10 cm 920201
E-14 LED lamp included

Aluminium
Hanger, matte
15x44 cm 920301
2 pieces

Console, matte
19,5x4ffx30 cm 920302

Wall mounted seat, glossy
29,5x40 cm 920308

Hook, matte
4,8x2,3 cm 920305
Wall mounted seat, matte
29,5x40 cm 920307

”Gotland” cadelabra aluminium 8,5x30,0x30,0 cm
920309

”Gotland” candlestick aluminium
9,0x9,0x22 cm 920310

Shoehorn, matte
57,5x4 cm 920303
hook included

Shoehorn, glossy
57,5x4 cm 920304
hook included

Cover in reindeer leather
brown 921003
black 921004
grey-brown 921013

Material information
Concrete is a very durable material, and has been used since time immemorial. It consists of cement,
a fine binding agent of limestone and silicate, with ballast of sand and stone in various fractions. The
materials are blended with water into a consistency suitable for casting.
The manufacturing of concrete implies a craftsmanlike production in close co-operation with the
casters. Every object becomes unique, and shows traces of the hands involved in the working process.
All of my concrete products are casted in Sweden.
My aluminum products are all casted by hand. Recycled aluminum is used, when possible. Before
casting, a mould of sand is built up, and when the metal has set, the mould is torn down and a new
mould is built up for the next object to be casted. Every detail is being sanded down by hand. My
aluminum products are casted in India.
My concrete products are being casted in silicone moulds. Sometimes a product needs to be casted
in two separate pieces, which will lead to a visible joint. After hardening, the joint is sanded down by
hand to become less noticeable, yet never entirely invisible. When casting, tiny air bubbles and colour
variations may occur.
The concrete products are primarily for indoor use. If they become exposed to moisture, their colour
will change, and there’s a risk for cracks to occur when exposed to prolonged cold. Most of the
products are delivered untreated to preserve the matt, tactile surface which develops a beautiful
patina over time. Bowls and fruit dishes have been impregnated with a stain resistant substance
approved for foods.

Some good advice

Cloth dryer

If you should spill anything on the concrete, wipe the stain off using a damp cloth. Moist comestibles
should not be kept in objects made of concrete. Oils and waxes make the surface of the concrete
become darker due to its porous and absorbing nature, and they should therefore be avoided.
Machine dishwashing is not recommended. Never let candles burn all the way down in the concrete
candlesticks.
My products are primarily packed in boxes of corrugated cardboard. The boxes are recyclable,
minimizing environmental impact. Other packaging materials are also recyclable, and used to prevent
damage during transport.

Swedish pine, casted aluminium, line in braided polypropfolen
H 220 Ø 250 cm, Line length 32m 920404, X-line 921001

The home-office products have details made out of walnut, which has been treated with oil to
enhance the variations of the wood.
The frame of the café table has been treated with outdoor oil, but the table should however be
placed in a sheltered space, since the oil leaches over time. Indoor storage during winter is
recommended.
The frame of the side table is made of untreated birch, and will darken and turn yellow with age.
Intended for indoor use only.
The rotary airer is delivered unassembled. It will develop a natural grey colour over time. Any oil
treatment should be made prior to assembling outdoors. Indoor storage during winter is
recommended. I also recommend cleaning the airer and hemp rope with soapy water.
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